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Welcome to Kumoricon 2010!

This Pocket Programming Guide is a handy reference for a lot of the fun things going on at the convention! Combined 
with your trusty Program Guide, you’ll be ready for everything Kumoricon has to offer! We hope you enjoy the 
convention!

Convention Tips
Planning is the key to survival!
Overwhelmed with all that is going on? So many events and so little time? This pocket guide and the main convention book are all extremely 
helpful in knowing when something is going on, and from there you can decide on what to attend. You can watch anime and listen to music at  
home, but you might not be able to attend the Kumori Ball or Cosplay Contest as easily.

Make notes of where the rooms are that you want to visit, so you aren’t scrambling at the last minute, trying to find out where Viewing 2 room is.

Know the area!
It's good to get a general understanding of the layout of the convention itself, but its even better to get to know the local area. Restaurants, 
shops, parks, and other places are all good to know. If you are meeting others who may not know the area, locate a fairly easy to find landmark  
at the convention: an elevator, near the bathrooms, anything that is easily recognized and found by other convention goers. This also serves as 
a place to meet up if you get separated.

Try to avoid the main lobby and other high traffic areas, as it will be much easier to find each other in less crowded areas.

Take care of yourself!
Don’t pressure yourself to get everything you can out of the convention. Relax and take in the experience instead of rushing to see and do  
everything you could possibly want. Pace yourself, drink lots of water, eat good meals, and have fun. Don’t run yourself ragged, or you might  
take home a cold (or worse) along with your anime goodies!
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Budget your spending!
Don’t drain your wallet on the first day. Good things can surface later in the convention, and you may regret buying that set of manga when that  
special something pops up near the end.

Don’t lose your badge!
This explains itself, really. Avoid the headache, make sure you have that badge at all times!

Badge Policies
Please  read  the  full  list  of  policies  in  the  main  convention  book.  Details  of  important  policies  are  repeated  here  for  your  
convenience:

Your badge is your pass to event space. Be careful not to leave it in your room, at home, or anywhere other than on your person while you are at  
the convention. If you don’t have your badge, you may have to pay up to the current purchase price to replace it.

When you check in, you will receive a holder for your badge. This is proof that you’ve checked in and the best way to keep your badge on your 
person. Keep your badge in its holder and visible at all times. This is the easiest way for the staff to know that you are allowed inside the 
Convention Space.

The badge you are assigned will vary based on your age. Here are the age breakdown and attendance restrictions:

Child: 12 and under – Can attend the convention except during convention curfew between midnight and 6:00 AM and must be accompanied at  
all times by a parent or legal guardian paid attendee.

Minor:  13-17  – Can attend  the  convention  except  during  convention  curfew between  midnight  and  6:00  AM and must  have  a  Parental 
Permission Form or proof of legal emancipation on file by check-in.

Adult: 18 and over – Can attend the convention.

Some individual convention events may have restricted admission as described in the panel descriptions in the program book.
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Guests of Honor

Tiffany Grant
Tiffany Grant is excited to return to Kumoricon! Best known 
as Asuka in  Neon Genesis Evangelion,  Tiffany was  the 
first anime voice actor hired in Texas (Feb. ‘94).

She’s voiced characters in over 1000 TV episodes, OVAs & 
movies  including  Azumanga  Daioh,  Chrono  Crusade, 
Blue  Seed,  Golden  Boy,  Full  Metal  Panic?  Fumoffu, 
Godannar,  Fullmetal  Alchemist,  One  Piece,  The 
Wallflower,  Kurau  Phantom  Memory,  Tsubasa: 
RESERVoir  CHRoNiCLE and  Maburaho.  Video  game 
credits:  Unlimited Saga,  Deus Ex: Invisible War. Recent 
projects include  Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood,  Blue 
Drop and Tears to Tiara.

Ms.  Grant  has adapted English dub scripts  for  TV series 
such as  Angelic Layer,  Hello Kitty’s Animation Theater, 
Maburaho,  Ah! My Goddess season  2,  The Wallflower 
and  Jungle Juice (live-action film). She also wrote scripts 
for  several  subtitled  projects  including  Miyuki-chan  in 
Wonderland.

Additionally,  Tiffany contributed to the albums  “Voices for 
Peace” and  “Voices for  Tolerance”  (www.voicesfor.org). 
Profits benefit charities like Doctors Without Borders. CDs 
and downloads: www.cdbaby.com and iTunes.

Non-anime  work  includes  Arlington  Road (with  Jeff 
Bridges)  and  indie  films  Laughing  Boy and  Dead  of 
Knight.   Tiffany  has  years  of  experience  in  theatre  and 
commercials  and  an  incurable  Hello  Kitty  addiction!   For 
more, visit http://tiffanygrant.eva-r.com/

Todd Haberkorn
Todd Haberkorn is currently a proud member of the anime 
community and continues to be its humble servant by way of 
English dubbing.

Haberkorn  received  his  BFA  in  acting  from  Southern 
Methodist University and continues to work professionally, 
primarily  in  Texas  and  surrounding  states,  as  an  actor, 
director, producer, and writer. Unfortunately, the FUNimation 
Podcast is no more, so you won’t see him as the host of that  
(unless everyone bands together and writes to FUNimation!!
—there might be a box set in it for ya!!).

As far  as  shows go,  catch  Todd’s  voice as lead roles  in 
Hetalia as Italy,  Sgt. Frog as Keroro,  Suzuka as Yamato, 
Ghost  Hunt as  Naru,  Claymore as  Raki,  xxxHOLiC as 
Wataknuki,  D.Gray  -Man as  Allen  Walker,  Sands  of 
Destruction as Kyrie,  Soul Eater as Death the Kid, and 
some others he can’t say right now. A few supporting roles 
include Itsuki in  Shuffle,  Ichimoruken in  Hell Girl,  Firo in 
Baccano!,  Kono in  Darker Than Black,  Hikaru in  Ouran 
High School Host Club and Khoza in  One Piece. Check 
out most of the shows listed above on Hulu.com and not  
illegally please. :)

When not in the booth, Todd is a producer with his company,  
Out of the Office Productions. Todd is represented by The 
Horne Agency.

Sonny Strait
Don  “Sonny”  Strait (born  June  28,  1965  in  Kaufman, 
Texas) is an American comic artist and voice actor (mainly 
anime-related).  He is  best  known as Krillin  from  Dragon 
Ball  Z,  the  first  voice  of  Toonami’s  mascot,  TOM,  Maes 
Hughes from Fullmetal Alchemist, and the current voice of 
Usopp from One Piece. He mainly works with FUNimation.

He and his friend William (Bill) Foster made a comic called 
Muff  Dyver and the Sex Gophers From Hell and, after 
being noticed by some local celebrities in the small college 
town Denton, Texas, they went on to make more such as 
The Atomic Punk and Mr. Average.

Besides his voice acting career, Sonny has also penciled 
several comic strips as well as two stories for the Elfquest 
series.

Sonny is currently under contract to publish a manga titled 
We Shadows with Tokyopop. The first volume debuted in 
August 2007 and was nominated shortly after for YALSA’s 
Great Graphic Novels for Teens list in 2008.

His most recent work is an online comic, Car Bombs. He 
and his wife also sing in a cover band called White Girl.
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Kevin McKeever
A graduate  of  the lighting design program from Emerson 
College,  Kevin has  been  working  in  the  entertainment 
industry for nearly fifteen years. He has worked in theater 
production at world class venues such as the Goodspeed 
Opera  House,  the  Emerson  Majestic  Theater,  Foxwoods 
Casino,  and  the  Mohegan  Sun  Resort,  which  he  helped 
open in 1996.

His television production credits include Jackass, Kids Say 
the Darndest Things, Guinness Book of World Records, 
The Krypton Factor, Farmclub.com,  The ‘60s, as well as 
various  television  commercials.  His  film  credits  include 
Mystery  Men,  For  Love  of  the  Game,  and  Billy 
Frankenstein.  Kevin  has also served as Assistant  VP of 
Production for feature  film producer  and New York Times 
best-selling author Lynda Obst.

Kevin’s  first  official  assignment  in  the  Robotech universe 
was  as  an  auditor  of  Robotech’s  television  ratings  and 
viewer demographics  during its original  run in  the 1980s. 
Kevin’s  analysis  of  the ratings in  a  cost-effective  manner 
along with his years of production experience made him a 
natural candidate for the Robotech team.

Carl Horn
Carl Gustav Horn is a manga editor at Portland’s own Dark 
Horse  Comics,  whose  catalog  includes  such  works  as 
CLAMP’s Clover, Kosuke Fujishima’s  Oh My Goddess! and 
Eiji  Otsuka  and  Housui  Yamazaki’s  The  Kurosagi  Corpse 
Delivery  Service.  A  former  editor  at  Animerica  and  Pulp 
magazines,  he  has  worked  in  the  US  anime  and  manga 
industry since 1993, and was a co-author with Patrick Macias 
on Japan Edge, the first book on otaku culture to be reviewed 
in the mainstream media. He has contributed to the US DVD 
releases of Appleseed: Ex Machina, Gunbuster, Gunbuster 
2,  Royal Space Force,  Patlabor 2, and  Jin-Roh,  and has 
provided commentary on the field to Weekly Comic Morning, 
Square  Jump,  Newsweek  Japan,  the  Nihon  Keizai 
Shimbun,  AERA,  Clarín,  The  Los  Angeles  Times,  The 
Hollywood Reporter, NPR, and Wired.

The Anime Hunters
The  Anime Hunters return  for  a  third  year  at  Kumoricon. 
Hailing  from  the  city  in  the  desert,  they  bring  with  them 
entertainment  for  the  anime  community.  What  kind  of 
entertainment is that exactly? Anything from live performances 
to online episodes about the life and times of cosplayers. But 
you should go and find out firsthand. The group consists of four 
primary members:  Zach (Yatta Cloud),  Dane (Yatta Dante), 
Cassie (Chibiroth), and Jeremy (Random Dancing Kid), all 
of  whom  have  attended  and  hosted  panels  at  previous 
Kumoricons, as well as performed award-winning skits in the 
Cosplay  Competition.  You  will  ROFL,  LOL,  and  BBQ! 
Barbeque? Wait a minute…
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Artist Alley

Confirmed Artists
Oblivion Unleashed
Vertaki
IroIro Studios
Rio Amare
Otoko No Shufu
Macabre Inc.
Skim Milk
Diskowarp Records
The Legacy
47ness.com
Peace of Shine
Bubblegum Sniper Productions
Kajino Animation
GenikIchigo

Cheng (Lily) Li
Nelson Loo
Horrol
Feathered Robot Productions
Monkey Minion Press
Dancing Heron Studio
The Gorgonist Illustration
Blueessence
Geeky Gifts
Fresh Baked
Dea Star
Lina Weygandt
Mackenzie Chambers
Rocket Sushi Studios
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Dance! Here are a few opportunities to strut your stuff and dance the con away, or watch others dance while you enjoy the music!

Kumori Ball, hosted by Ouran Host Club Hosts
You are invited to attend the Kumori Ball, our formal dance, hosted by the hosts from the Ouran Host Club. Come in all your finery, ready to waltz with your favorite host. The dress code  
is semi-formal or cosplay. (Hosts and Staff reserve the right to deny entry to anyone inappropriately attired).

Kumoricon Rave
Come listen to the live DJs, and get ready to strut your stuff. Held Saturday and Sunday night with a mix of DJs—see the schedule for times. Here are the DJs!

DJ DiscoSnake & The Electric Jungle Pig Experience
DJ DiscoSnake & The Electric Jungle Pig return to Kumoricon for another triumphant year at the tables. Creeping out from under the Main Events tech booth and hitting the main stage,  
we’ll mix together anime soundtracks, game music, electronica, techno, house, and Internet memes, sprinkling in some hip hop, top 40, and a liberal dose of other danceable tracks.

DJ DiscoSnake & The Electric Jungle Pig are on loan from CMD Productions, a local lighting and sound company that has been with Kumoricon since year one. Got a track you’re dying  
to dance to? We’ll have a request thread in the K-con forums and request sheets at the front of the stage as we try to flood the dance floor with crowd pleasers. Ready yourself for the DJ 
DiscoSnake & The Electric Jungle Pig Experience.

Jimni Cricket (NAHM/House Wrecking/NuBreed/Marble) – SEA
Seattle native Jimni Cricket has been DJ’ing professionally for ten years, focusing on everything from cheesy happy hardcore to live mash-ups to pretty much anything else under the sun.  
In recent years, she has been extremely dedicated to making herself one of the more technical DJs in the US. Constantly learning new tricks and challenging herself, Jimni is well-known 
for her quick mixing and ninja-like scratching abilities, she will often throw over forty tracks effortlessly during the course of a one-hour set. Jimni Cricket is a resident DJ and is featured 
monthy on NAHM (North American Hardcore Movement), which hosts a weekly Internet radio show that boasts some of the finest hardcore talent in North America and averages over 500 
listeners every week. Jimni has also been featured on FM radio stations C89.5 (www.c895worldwide.org) and KGRG. In her quest to leave no city untouched, she has headlined in almost  
every US state and ventured into Canada. With her unique style and adorable personality, the bug makes friends and fans at every single show.

Initial P (Disko Warp) – PDX
Pete Ellison (a.k.a. Initial P) runs to the notorious happy hardcore/eurobeat label Disko Warp. Heading up the team that brought you hits like “Less than Three” and “Oh Oh Oh Sexy  
Vampire”, Disko Warp helped revive Swedish eurodance stars by penning their comeback single “Doki Doki” in 2009. After featuring over a dozen songs in videogames like Dance Dance 
Revolution and Pump it Up Pro 2, Pete has taken to the DJ stage to promote Disko Warp’s newest release, “Anime Love Hardcore”.

Graz (Reactionary/Donut Nook/Breakpop) – SEA
Federally certified to crush any party, Graz is here to take you to Bootleg Babylon with his Rapid-Fire-Amen-Infused-Mashcore. His glitched-out, high-speed rave renditions of radio’s  
yesteryear are perfect for getting any crowd bobbing. Prepare for the true sounds of the plunderground.

Kid Kaboom (NuBreed/The Underground Heroes/Tap Tap/Beat Affinity) – SEA

Matt Terror (Reactionary/Funshine) – PDX
Portland’s Super Awesome Hardcore Originator and Troublemaker.

Mr. GnarGnarKillKill (Reactionary/Disrepair Fashion) – PDX
GnarGnarKillKill is one half of Portland-based hardcore The H8ers. He rocks everything from bass line and fidget house to old school happy hardcore (to keep the kiddies happy).
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Ticketed Events
The following events are ticketed, visit the Info Booth for information on them : 

• Guests of Honor VIP Dinner (Additional cost; included for VIP badges)

• AMV Contest

• Cosplay Contest

• Sake Tasting (Additional cost; 21+ only, must show ID at the door!)

• Cosplay Chess

• Closing Ceremonies
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